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Sergios Menelaou

Insular, Marginal or Multiconnected? 

Maritime Interaction and Connectivity in the East Aegean 

Islands during the Early Bronze Age through Ceramic Evidence

Keywords: east Aegean islands, connectivity, insularity, maritime interaction, pottery

‘To understand the interaction between man and landscape in the Aegean Sea, we need to differentiate 
between the world of the ‘islands’, a world dominated by interaction and connectivity, and the world of 
the ‘island’, an imaginary world of separation and seclusion’ 
(Constantakopoulou 2007, 254).
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Summary

The Aegean archipelago constitutes one of the 
most intriguing ‘laboratories’ of island archae-
ology in the Mediterranean, due to the unique 
 geomorphological confi guration among the var-
ious island groups, as well as their varied cultur-
al and historical developments. In recent years, 
there has been renewed interest in the study of 
intra- and interisland connections and island/
continent interactions through the application of 
spatial and maritime network analysis, as well as 
artefact analysis and the reconstruction of tech-
nological (châine opératoire approach) and dis-
tributional patterns. To a certain degree, such an 
interdisciplinary focus was developed for the east-
ern Aegean and western Anatolian borderland, 
an area where maritime interaction and commu-
nication via the sea has occupied archaeological 
scholarship over the past two decades. Although 
only separated by narrow sea straits, the islands 
and the Anatolian mainland are often considered 
archaeologically through the lens of boundedness 
and separateness. These concepts interpret ar-
chaeological frontiers of insular versus mainland 
areas by post- colonialist models of core-periphery 
relationships, in which the islands are frequently 
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considered to be passive. In this paper, develop-
ments and dia chronic changes during the Early 
Bronze Age (EBA) in the ceramic repertoire of the 
east Aegean islands are discussed, emphasising 
mainly on evidence from Lemnos, Lesbos, Chios, 
and Samos, in relation to traditions from the cen-
tral Aegean (Cyclades) and the adjacent Anatolian 
coastlands. Focusing on the seascape/coastscape 
perspective and the concept of the peraia, this re-
search also explores what constitutes the distinct 
cultural identity of these island communities and 
how this is formed and transformed through time 
during the 3rd mill. BCE.

1. Introduction and Theoretical Framework

Island Archaeology in the Mediterranean has re-
ceived increasing attention over the last few dec-
ades (e.g. Cherry 1985; Patton 1996; Broodbank 
2000; Cherry/Leppard 2014; Dawson 2016; Knapp 
2018), with questions often being appropriated 
to the theoretical idiosyncrasies of each time. It 
is positive to say that the sub-discipline of island 
archaeology is generally now well-established 
in its own right, and this is particularly refl ect-
ed in the establishment of international journals 
or special sections. These journals relate to the 
ancient and modern cultures of island commu-
nities, as well as methodological and theoretical 
advances in the study of island and coastal soci-
eties worldwide. Such attempts are fi rmly repre-
sented in the ‘The Journal of Island and Coastal 
Archaeology’ (since 2006), the ‘Island Studies 
Journal’ (since 2006), ‘Shima: The International 
Journal of Research into Island Cultures’ (since 
2007), and the ‘Journal of Marine and Island Cul-
tures’ (since 2012), to name a few. Despite their 
wide geographical, chronological, and themat-
ic range, these academic journals are dedicated 
to the interdisciplinary study of islands for the 
sake of providing more comprehensive views 
of the natural, cultural, social, and other factors 
that might affect their often-complex histori-
cal trajectory. In addition to journals, interest 
in archaeological research of Mediterranean Is-
lands is also expressed through recent interna-
tional conferences such as ‘ISLANDIA: Islands in 

Dialogue’1 and others with a narrower geographi-
cal focus, namely ‘SASCAR: The Southeast Aegean/
Southwest Coastal Anatolian Region’2 that empha-
sised on the southeast Aegean islands and their 
cultural interaction with the opposite Anatolian 
coast during the Early and Middle Bronze Age.

On the basis of their geographical demarcation 
as naturally-bordered areas and the premise that 
islands represent well-defi ned spaces, their study 
has formed a popular research topic or even a 
methodological exercise since the 1960s, becoming 
even more favoured during the 1970s and 1980s 
with the infl uential work by Evans (1973; 1977). 
Evans has set the focus on islands as representing 
‘laboratories of culture change’, for it was thought 
that their assumed inherent isolation would facil-
itate an ideal context for observing and analysing 
how human ‘cultures’ develop. Presumably, not 
only would this allow archaeologists to observe 
the ways island communities adapt to a given en-
vironment with delimited resources, but it would 
also provide a secure context for determining 
the provenance of off-island materials/artefacts/ 
resources. This approach proved to be not only 
insufficient due to its ecologically-deterministic 
nature but also in the problematic use of the term 
‘culture’ over the course of the development of ar-
chaeological theory, following the assumption that 
islands encompass a very specifi c way of living. 
Having its roots in the 19th cent. and following the 
culture-historical theoretical approach, the ‘cul-
ture’ concept was thought to entail a fi xed set of 
material features and the trend of equating arte-
facts to people in a spatiotemporal relationship, 
either explained in the framework of a unilateral 
evolution or through diffusion (see Feuer 2016, 
 24–27; Heitz/Stapfer 2017, 14–16).

In addition to that, archaeologists working in 
the Mediterranean have increasingly expressed an 
interest in exploring the concept of insularity (e.g. 
Patton 1996; Rainbird 2007; Knapp 2007; 2008; 
 Vogiatzakis et al. 2008). Insularity, with its multiple 

1 Organised in 2018 at the University of Turin (Italy) and 
published in 2021 (Albertazzi et al. 2021).
2 Organised in 2016 by the Italian Archaeological School 
at Athens. The proceedings publication is forthcoming (eds. 
Marketou and Vitale).
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connotations, has constituted a convenient theo-
retical framework for investigating islands as be-
ing static and passive areas with limited outlook. 
According to the Cambridge English Dictionary, 
it means ‘the quality of only being interested in 
your own country or group and not being willing 
to accept different or foreign ideas’. This not only 
refers to a physical condition of a place surround-
ed by water, it rather also assumes its geograph-
ical isolation, in other words the state of being 
an island and the quality of being secluded as a 
result of living on islands. In this sense, the equa-
tion of insularity where isolation is understood as 
the complete separation from interactions of any 
sort or reversely as the conscious opening up to 
accept or reject elements beyond one’s own ex-
periences (Knapp 2007, 45 f.; 2008, 18). However, 
isolation depends on the degree of insularity, and 
these terms should not be used interchangeably, 
as it often depends on human-controlled factors 
such as technology and transport instead of just 
ecological/geographical/natural circumstanc-
es. As has been suggested by Doumas, the terms 
insularity and isolation, in the sense discussed 
above, are not appropriate to the Aegean island 
societies, as they represent offshore/continental 
islands, and insularity is translated into the geo-
graphical condition of living on an island setting 
(Sfenthourakis/Triantis 2017). This is semantically 
refl ected in the meaning of the Greek terms νήσος 
(island), ναύς (boat) and νέω/νήχομαι (to swim/to 
fl oat), suggesting the perception of early Aegean 
seafarers as moving through well-connected fl oat-
ing landmasses that were linked by the sea as the 
life- giving source (Doumas 2004, 216 f.). Insularity, 
then, is a social rather than a natural condition.

While viewing islands as laboratories for 
the study of change and social transformations, 
geo-cultural boundaries or even the transmis-
sion of materials, knowledge and people, when it 
comes to comprehending the processes of cultural 
development, the practicalities of being an island-
er, the levels of connectivity among islands or be-
tween islands and coastlands or even the factors 
that enabled such maritime connections (seafar-
ing knowledge, navigational skills, etc.) were un-
til recently left somehow unnoticed (see Tartaron 
2018 for a review). During the 1990s, under the 

influence of post-processual archaeology, previ-
ous notions have been reassessed in an attempt 
to highlight the role of human agency, such as the 
islanders, seafarers, elites or in simple terms, the 
different kinds of human agents being actively in-
volved in what constitutes an island way of living 
(e.g. Broodbank 1993).

In recent years, more important attempts have 
been made to move away from aspects of coloni-
sation and biogeography (for a defi nition of this 
theory, see MacArthur/Wilson 1967) in the study 
of island communities, arguing against a dualis-
tic model of isolation versus dispersion and in-
teraction or insularity versus connectivity, with 
 methods including fi eld survey projects, GIS-based 
spatial analysis and proximal view point analysis 
for the reconstruction of networks (e.g. Brood-
bank 2000; Knappett 2013). Such a shift towards 
acknowledging the importance of both insular and 
extra-insular factors in the construction of island 
identities is refl ected in Broodbank’s (2000; 2008; 
2010) pivotal work on the central Aegean islands 
(the Cyclades cluster) during prehistory. Nonethe-
less, the eastern Mediterranean situation, when 
compared with the Pacific archipelagos, shows 
a completely different historical trajectory in the 
scales of colonisation, connectivity, insularity, and 
marginality (Dawson 2019). This is largely due to 
the degree of isolation and geographical proximity 
to the adjacent mainland, as well as their position 
on established maritime routes and desirable re-
sources. Unlike the Pacifi c, the Mediterranean is-
lands (with a particular emphasis on the Aegean) 
are not remote, they have less extreme ecological 
limitations, they exhibit a high diversity in terms 
of size and distance, and are in general within 
sight of adjacent coastlands (mainland Greece in 
the west and western Anatolian peninsula in the 
east) and nearby islands (Patton 1996, 7 f.).

Given the geomorphological idiosyncrasy of 
the Aegean basin and the wealth of material cul-
ture, this area has been considered a robust test-
ing ground for investigating the relationship 
between insularity and connectivity and their 
changing nature in prehistory (see Molloy 2016), 
as well as the construction of maritime identities 
in the wider region (e.g. Nazou 2010 for Attica and 
the surrounding islands during the Final Neolithic 
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and EBA). Already in studies of the Neolithic peri-
od, pottery and obsidian were the main artefact 
categories used to identify connections and inter-
actions between the different island groups, coast-
lands and mainlands (Quinn et al. 2010; Whit-
bread/Mari 2014). In terms of pottery, this is owed 
to its abundance in the archaeological record and 
the distinctive typologies formulated in the early 
to mid 20th cent. CE in an attempt to defi ne chron-
ological sequences and geo-cultural boundaries 
between Crete and the southern Aegean, the Cyc-
lades and the central Aegean, the western side of 
the Aegean world covering mainland Greece, the 
northern part of mainland Greece with Thessaly 
and Macedonia, and to a lesser degree the eastern 
Aegean with the offshore islands and the western 
Anatolian littoral. Distinct groups have been fur-
ther defi ned within each culture, corresponding 
to a different micro-region, on the basis of com-
mon archaeological traits, which have been tradi-
tionally used for the development of the tripartite 
chronological scheme in use in Aegean archaeolo-
gy (see Kouka 2009 for a summary of older bibli-
ography). This geo-political regionalism is further 
exemplifi ed in the clustering between the north-
east Aegean islands with coastal northwest Anato-
lia and the Dodecanese/southeast Aegean islands 
together with Chios and Samos with the southwest 
Anatolian coast (Berg 2019, 107). The examina-
tion of pottery, through an integrated methodolo-
gy, serves as a proxy for the identifi cation of con-
nectivity and patterns of material or ideological 
exchange in the east Aegean, which comprised a 
busy seascape during the 3rd mill. BCE (Menelaou 
et al. 2016; Menelaou 2018).

A recurring theme in this paper is that the sea 
holds a vital role in connecting rather than being 
a barrier in the communication of distant or less 
distant areas, either among islands or between an 
island and the mainland. Although moving away 
from solely processual or post-processual ap-
proaches, the author maintains that the geograph-
ical delineation of islands provided by the coasts 
can offer an ideal framework for investigating 
how patterns of connectivity shift diachronical-
ly through the interdisciplinary study of ceram-
ic materials. Relevant to this is also the seascape 
concept, which encompasses the intervisibility 

between land and sea and socio-cultural under-
standing of coastal and marine landscapes (Hill 
et al. 2001; Rainbird 2007, 45). Equally signifi cant 
for this discussion are theories on mobility and 
movement in our attempt to identify cultural in-
teractions through provenancing material evi-
dence, rather than constructing generalised, uni-
lineal archaeological narratives.

2. Spatiotemporal Framework: The Aegean 

Archipelago(s) in the 3rd Millennium BCE

The Aegean archipelago, comprised of groups of 
islands closely scattered in the Aegean Sea, con-
stitutes one of the most important geographical 
settings in Mediterranean Island Archaeology, 
and its study, together with research carried out 
in the western part of the Mediterranean Sea, has 
been stimulated by comparable work in the Pa-
cifi c Ocean (Evans 1977). Framing today’s eastern 
geographical limits between Greece and Turkey, it 
hosts hundreds of islands (fi g. 1) and a number of 
clusters can be separated into: 1) the Argo-Saronic 
islands between Attica and the eastern Pelopon-
nese, 2) the Cyclades located in the centre of the 
Aegean between the island of Crete and main-
land Greece, 3) the Sporades along the east coast 
of mainland Greece and northeast of the island of 
Euboea, 4) the northeast Aegean islands stretch-
ing along the Anatolian (Turkish) coast and south 
of Thrace, and 5) the Dodecanese in the southeast 
Aegean off the Anatolian coast. To these, more or 
less, physical clusters are added the large islands 
of Crete and Euboea.

In modern terms, these island clusters are 
geographically-defined (Cyclades, Sporades) or 
grouped together for administrative purposes 
(northeast Aegean islands). Nonetheless, in some 
cases, this clustering corresponds to what repre-
sents in archaeological literature cultural groups. 
Of these regional groups, a special emphasis has 
been so far put on the prehistoric Cyc lades from 
the very beginning of archaeological research due 
to the intensity in systematic research (surveys and 
excavations) and an early interest expressed by Eu-
ropean travellers (for a review of individual sites 
and regional patterns, chronological synchronisms 
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or artefact categories, see Davis 1992; Broodbank 
2000; Alram-Stern 2004; Berg 2019). In contrast to 
that, the island clusters of the northeast Aegean 
and the Dodecanese have been to a large degree 
overlooked due to their marginal position at the 
eastern limits of the Modern Greek state (Davis 
1992; Berg 2019). Thus, the islands stretching off 
the Anatolian/Asia Minor coast and their related 
archaeological narratives reflect modern politi-
cal and ethnic constructions between Greece and 
Turkey; today’s identities are largely formed with-
in those politically-defi ned borders (e.g. Vaessen 
2018). To that end, the east Aegean islands were 
still perceived as part of the Ottoman Empire in 
the early 20th cent. CE and they are geographically- 
oriented towards the east. As Rutter has recently 
pointed out (Rutter 2013, 595), there is a ‘need to 
become more familiar with the different culture 
zones that together make up the eastern margin 

of the Aegean – namely, the sites and material 
culture of the western Anatolian mainland’. This 
view is refl ective on the one hand of this region’s 
significance, forming an interface between the 
Aegean basin and the Anatolian plateau or re-
versely the conception of a periphery made up 
by two distinct spheres, and on the other hand of 
the lacuna in archaeological scholarship regard-
ing the study area in question, which has only re-
ceived increased attention in the past two decades 
(e.g. Kouka 2002; 2013; 2014; 2016a;  Şahoğlu 2005; 
2008; 2011; Doumas/La Rosa 1997; Erkanal et al. 
2008). Although an enormous amount of work has 
been undertaken in the form of systematic archae-
ological excavations and surface surveys since the 
early 20th cent. CE, the eastern Aegean/western 
Anatolian littoral, has been generally neglected, 
in contrast to the western, northern, and south-
ern Aegean, where the material record has been 

Fig. 1. Map showing the east Aegean islands and other areas mentioned in the text (prepared by Christina Kolb).
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intensively investigated. A possible explanation for 
this is the absence in this area of succeeding ‘cul-
tures’ that are comparable to the palatial civilisa-
tions of Minoan Crete and Mycenaean mainland 
Greece. In the case of Minoan archaeology, the 
impressive material culture and cultural legacy re-
sulting from more than a century of research had 
remarkable effects in responses of the 20th cent. 
CE. This hellenocentric ‘obsession’ of the early ex-
cavators, further envisioned in modern engage-
ment with the Minoan past (Cretomania) is rather 
refl ected in literature, the visual and performative 
arts, and other cultural media (Momigliano/Far-
noux 2017; Momigliano 2020).

As was the case from the early conceptualis-
ation of the ‘emergence of civilisation’ during the 
EBA by Colin Renfrew (1972), the Aegean has been 
an excellent research arena for the investigation of 
issues of connectivity and interaction. Renfrew in 
his study of the Aegean EBA adopted an econom-
ically and ecologically-driven approach which 
favoured an internal explanation for the transfor-
mations occurring during the course of the 3rd mill. 
BCE. According to this, the prehistoric Aegean ar-
chipelago exhibits a great geographical and cultur-
al variability (different landscapes and seascapes). 
With the advent of post-processual archaeology, 
new approaches shifted towards the explanation of 
social change by focusing on human agents. There-
fore, the study of material culture – especially pot-
tery – has not only questioned the principle of lin-
ear causality but has also shifted away from solely 
diffusionist and evolutionary theories, mainly con-
cerned with the reconstruction of typo-chronologi-
cal sequences that are based on stylistic and mor-
phological observations and typological- functional 
similarities between sites. There has instead been 
a turn towards the consideration of other factors 
(active role of materiality and practice, transform-
ative power of innovations, complexity of move-
ment) in order to explain the interrelation between 
technological processes, socio-economic change, 
and material/ideological transmissions (e.g. Knapp/
van Dommelen 2010; Maran/Stockhammer 2012; 
Stockhammer/ Maran 2017). Nevertheless, ceram-
ics have been valuable in understanding changes, 
at least at a technological level, within the frame-
work of network theories and interaction between 
different sites and areas.

3. Island/Mainland Interaction 

in the East Aegean

Landscape and seascape, communication and iso-
lation, island and mainland are inseparable du-
alities, but how meaningful is it to examine these 
concepts separately? From an archaeological point 
of view, the investigation of island-mainland in-
teraction seems particularly intriguing in the east 
Aegean region. This is both due to its advanta-
geous geography being located in close proximity 
to the Anatolian mainland to the east, the Cycladic 
islands to the west, and the rich stratigraphic se-
quences spanning since the Neolithic Period.

3.1. Maritime Colonisation and 

pre-EBA  Aegean Connectivity

According to recent excavation data, traces of 
the earliest human presence on the east Aege-
an islands have been attributed to the Palaeo-
lithic (Lesbos-Rodafnidia, Thasos-Tzines, Aghios 
Efstratios- Alonitsi, Lemnos-Ouriakos, Imbros) 
and the Mesolithic (Ikaria-Kerame, Fournoi, 
Chalki-Areta) when sea-level fluctuations have 
allowed easier crossings through narrow land 
bridges, greatly expanding our knowledge of their 
initial utilisation; perhaps some of the islands 
were even attached to the mainland (see table 1 
for bibliographical references). Enriched data also 
from coastal western Anatolia, dated back to the 
Palaeolithic/Mesolithic (e.g. Karaburun Peninsu-
la, Çilingiroğlu et al. 2016), sheds new light into 
early human dispersals and possible connections 
with the offshore islands. Aegean island colonisa-
tion, consisting of multiple phases from discovery 
and short-term exploitation visits to a more per-
manent human presence, has been a hotly de-
bated subject for over three decades (e.g. Cherry 
1985; Patton 1996; Broodbank 1999; Dawson 2011; 
Phoca- Cosmetatou 2011). Permanent settlements, 
in the sense of a long-term occupation and estab-
lishment of open-air settlements or seasonal uti-
lisation of caves, on the east Aegean islands ap-
peared from the Neolithic period (predominantly 
Late/Final phase, 6th to 5th mill. BCE) onwards (e.g. 
Poliochni-Lemnos; Ayio Gala Cave and Emporio- 
Chios; Kastro-Tigani and Seitani Cave-Samos; 
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Island Site Name Site Type Period Reference

Thasos Tzines Open-air Upper Palaeolithic Papadopoulos/ 
Malamidou 1997

Samothrace MikroVouni Open-air Final Neolithic Syrides et al. 2009

Imbros/Gökçeada Salt-lake area Open-air Middle Palaeolithic- 
Mesolithic Erdoğu 2016

Tenedos/Bozcaada n/a Cemetery Early Bronze Age Sevinç/Takaoğlu 
2004

Lemnos Ouriakos Open-air Late Palaeolithic Efstratiou et al. 2013

Aghios Efstratios Alonitsi Open-air Middle Palaeolithic Sampson et al. 2018

Lesbos Rodafnidia Open-air Lower-Middle 
 Palaeolithic Galanidou et al. 2016

Psara Archontiki Open-air Late Neolithic Archontidou-Argyri 
2006

Chios Ayio Gala Cave Early Neolithic Hood 1981–1982

Samos Kastro-Tigani Open-air Late Neolithic Felsch 1988

Ikaria Kerame 1 Open-air Mesolithic Sampson et al. 2012

Fournoi n/a Open-air? Mesolithic? Sampson 2018

Agathonisi Kastraki Open-air Final Neolithic Triantafyllidis 2015

Patmos Several localities Open-air Late Neolithic Sampson 1987

Arkoi Tiganakia Open-air Late Neolithic Vasileiadou/Liritzis 
2018

Leipsoi Kastro; Aghios 
Nikolaos Open-air Final Neolithic/EBA Dreliosi-Irakleidou 

2006

Leros Partheni Open-air Late Neolithic Sampson 1987

Kalymnos Dhaskalio-Vathy, 
etc. Cave Late Neolithic Benzi 2020

Kos Aspri Petra, etc. Cave Middle Neolithic Georgiadis 2012

Gyali Kastro area Open-air Late/Final Neolithic Sampson 1988

Nisyros Several localities Open-air Neolithic Filimonos-Tsopotou 
2006

Syme Several localities Open-air Late/Final Neolithic Sampson 1987

Tilos Charkadio Cave Late/Final Neolithic Filimonos-Tsopotou 
2006

Alimia Kastro; Emporeio Open-air Final Neolithic Sampson 2003

Chalki Areta Open-air Mesolithic Sampson et al. 2016

Rhodes Aghios Geor-
ghios-Kalythies Cave Late Neolithic Sampson 1987

Saria Kastello hill Open-air Late/Final Neolithic Melas 1985

Karpathos Several localities Open-air Late/Final Neolithic Melas 1985

Kasos Ellinokamara Open-air Late/Final Neolithic Melas 1985

Astypalaia Vathy, etc. Open-air, cemetery Late/Final Neolithic Vlachopoulos 2017

Table 1.  Evidence for the earliest human presence on the east Aegean islands.
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Vathy Bay Cave-Kalymnos; Aspri Petra Cave-Kos; 
Kalythies Cave-Rhodes). Inter-island and island/
mainland communication and interaction be-
tween the east Aegean islands and the opposite 
Anatolian landmass with its attractive coastlines 
presupposes seafaring knowledge and techno-
logical developments in maritime navigation, 
despite being separated only by a few kilometres 
and often at a high visibility (table 2). The region 
contrasts with the Cyclades as most of the islands 
are large, and the distances and sea crossings be-
tween them are far greater. Perhaps the island 
groupings in the northeast (Imbros, Samothrace, 
Lemnos, Aghios Efstratios) and the Dodecanese 
in the southeast are far more inter-connected and 
closely clustered than those in-between (Lesbos, 
Chios, Samos). The size of some of the east Aegean 
islands (Lesbos, Chios, Samos, Kos, Rhodes) and 
their separation from the nearest mainland may 
have been the main determinants of their early 
colonisation, but this is not always the case, as 
evidenced at the settlement of Thermi on Lesbos 
(Lambrianides/Spencer 1997). On Lesbos all of 
the evidence so far for permanent settlements is 
dated at the end of the 4th mill. BCE. Nonetheless, 
distance alone is not a suffi  cient explanation for 
the assumed isolation or openness of an island 
community. Isolation and interaction are there-
fore socially-contingent conditions and subject to 
change depending on factors that go beyond geo-
graphical parameters, such as natural obstacles, 
currents, winds and weather conditions affecting 
direct communication, socio-economic purposes, 
technologies of mobility, skills in navigation, and 
the perception of time by the seafarers (Doumas 
2004, 220; Tartaron 2018).

The fi rst solid evidence for connectivity and 
successful navigation on established Aegean mar-
itime networks is attested in the long- distance 
distribution of obsidian from Melos (southwest 
Cyclades) already since the Upper  Palaeolithic 
period (Franchthi cave-Argolid; Laskaris et al. 
2011). More evidence in favour of a continuous 
interaction through the obsidian distribution pat-
terns are observed during the Late Pleistocene 
to Early Holocene transition, with Melian obsid-
ian found in a number of Mesolithic and Early 
Neolithic sites as far as the east Aegean islands, 

northwest (e.g. Coşkuntepe: Perlès et al. 2011, 
fi g. 1) and southwest Anatolia. The latter (Bozbu-
run  Peninsula) has produced the earliest known 
evidence for the use of Melian obsidian in Ana-
tolia (Atakuman et al. 2020). Furthermore, sub-
stantial quantities of obsidian found on Samos al-
ready since the 5th mill. BCE (Felsch 1988: 223–236, 
pls. 87–90), alongside other imported materials, 
supports the hypothesis that those islands acted 
as gateway hubs for communication and circula-
tion of Aegean raw materials, peoples, and ideas 
with coastal western Anatolia. As such, Melian 
obsidian was likely transported via established 
communication arteries towards western and in-
ner Anatolia (e.g. Çukuriçi Höyük: Horejs et al. 
2015; Ulucak Höyük: Çevik/Erdoğu 2020), provided 
through natural river passages, already since the 
7th mill. BCE. At the same time, this is suggestive of 
the advanced knowledge of watercraft technolo-
gy and maritime voyage capacity, cognitive skills 
from these early seafarers, perhaps simply as a by- 
product of incidental expeditions and exploitation 
of resources rather than intentional colonisation. 
Increasing evidence of continuing interactions 
and exchange networks in the region in question 
seems to develop further during the 5th and 4th mill. 
BCE ( Final Neolithic/ Chalcolithic/Late Neolithic II), 
with changes in settlement patterns, spatial organ-
isation, pottery production and consumption, cir-
culation of special- functioned artefacts (e.g. mar-
ble conical vessels), and other socio-cultural and 
technological advances (see  relevant papers in 
 Dietz et al. 2018; Horejs/Mehofer 2014).

3.2. ‘Attractive Landscapes Ashore’: 

The Peraia Concept

Although a direct analogy cannot be achieved be-
tween prehistory and historical times in terms of 
interaction and connectivity patterns, the peraia 
concept provides a framework for understanding 
the ancient perception of space between islands 
and their adjacent mainland (fig. 2). The peraia, 
a term becoming widely used in the 2nd cent. BCE 
(Lambrinoudakis 1997; Constantakopoulou 2007, 
228–253; Knappett/Nikolakopoulou 2015, 27), basi-
cally refers to the mainland territories beyond the 
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limits of a certain area or the ‘land opposite’ the is-
landcity that controlled them in the Classical past, 
although occasionally exceeding the immediate 
area to the opposite continent and lying out of sight 
(Mytilene/Lesbos: possessions along the western 
and northern coasts of the Troad;  Rhodes: posses-
sions extended well beyond the coastal strip oppo-
site the island; Ellis-Evans 2019, 177). In historical 
times, and as we know through literary sources, 
almost all of the island centres of the east Aegean 

held a territory on their adjacent coast (Macedo-
nia to the north and western Anatolia to the east), 
which functioned not only politically but was also 
used for economic reasons (subsistence) and facil-
itated a constant exchange and movement of peo-
ple and products. This is important for the consid-
eration of these island-states as ‘hybrids’ with both 
island and mainland cultural characteristics, in 
contrast to the ‘genuine’ island towns of the central 
Aegean.

Island
Distance (km) Surface Area 

(km2)
Target/ Distance 

Ratio Visibility
Patton 1996* Dawson 2011**

Lemnos 28 62 478 1.8 Medium

Samothrace 25 37 178 0.8 High

Thasos 7 7 380 9 High

Chios 11 11 842 10 High

Ikaria 18 47 256 8.6 Medium

Lesbos 12 12 1633 7.2 High

Psara 19 67 40 1.3 Medium

Samos 5 5 477 26 High

Alimia 19 40 7 4.5 Medium

Astypalaia 48 79 97 0.4 Medium

Chalki 10 47 28 3.8 Medium

Giali 10 18 9 3.5 Medium

Kalymnos 5 18 93 4.6 High

Karpathos 48 93 301 1 Medium

Kasos 48 140 69 1 Medium

Kos 5 5 290 16.2 High

Leros 5 32 53 4.6 Medium

Lipsoi 9 37 17 3.8 Medium

Nisyros 11 17 37 3.5 Medium

Patmos 9 48 34 3.8 Medium

Rhodes 15 19 1400 5.5 High

Saria 48 85 21 1 Medium

Syme 8 8 38 4 High

*Defi ned as the longest single sea-crossing required reaching an island.
**Defi ned in relation to the nearest mainland.
Table 2.  Biogeographical features and parameters for island-mainland communication in selected east Aege-
an islands (adapted from Patton 1996, 46 f., tab. 3.2 and Dawson 2011, tab. 2.2).
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As Doumas has noted, ‘it is of crucial impor-
tance, therefore, to try and understand the rela-
tionship between an island and its peraia, in order 
to understand the island cultures of the Aegean’ 
(Doumas 2004, 215). The peraia may have acted 
as the bridge for the early settlers of the nearby 
islands, and this is refl ected in the material cul-
ture of the northeast and the Dodecanese Islands 
showing affi  nities with the western Anatolian lit-
toral (Karpathos and Kasos in the southernmost 
extension of the Dodecanese show closer affi  nities 
with Crete), Thasos and Samothrace with the coast 
of eastern Macedonia and Thrace to the north, and 
the northern Sporades with Thessaly. Such  peraiai 
are evidenced and persisted to varying degrees 
in time ranging from the Archaic to the Hellenis-
tic periods on the islands of Thasos, Samothrace, 
Tenedos, Lesbos, Chios, Samos, and Rhodes (see 

Funke 1999; Constantakopoulou 2007 for an ac-
count of literary sources of the peraiai in Asia 
 Minor/western Anatolia).

For instance, the Samian peraia (ancient 
Anaia, today Kadıkalesi), often being the reason 
for confl ict with Priene, at least during the Classi-
cal and Hellenistic periods (Shipley 1982, 59–80), 
was bounded to the north by the Küçük Menderes 
or Kaystros River south of İzmir, and to the south 
by the Büyük Menderes River in close proximity 
to Miletus. This must have constituted a vital area 
that linked various communication arteries also in 
prehistory. That connections between Samos and 
the opposite mainland were initiated by the for-
mer is hard to prove, although we should imagine 
a dynamic relationship between these areas that 
was diachronically redefi ned. Samos must have 
acted as a conduit for goods from Anatolia to the 

Fig. 2. Close-up map showing the east Aegean islands (southeast cluster) and the main sites in the southwest 
Anatolian mainland (prepared by Christina Kolb).
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wider Aegean (Menelaou 2018). Peraiai also exist-
ed on the islands and were controlled in a reverse 
way by the opposite mainland, and these can be 
treated as being functionally the same as island-
cities (Constantakopoulou 2007, 228–231: Miletos 
controlling Leros, 253: Alexandreia Troas con-
trolling Tenedos).

We should imagine that the east Aegean is-
lands were always connected more with their ad-
jacent mainland in western Anatolia rather than 
the central Aegean and this diachronic relation-
ship, either refl ected in material culture affi  nities 
in prehistory or in historical sources in later pe-
riods, was redefi ned and transformed depending 
on various parameters. The aforementioned con-
cept of the peraia can be better approached for 
prehistoric interactions through the coastscape 
concept, as discussed by Tartaron (2018). This 
essentially refers to coastal zones defi ned by the 
shoreline and adjacent resources inhabited and 
exploited by the maritime communities. They are 
extremely important for our understanding of the 
aforementioned interactions, as coastscapes en-
compass also the waters utilised by these commu-
nities for economic and social purposes, as well 
as the visual and cognitive structuring of daily 
life for both islanders and mainlanders. Perhaps 
coastlands on specifi c islands and the nearby Ana-
tolian mainland could form separate ‘maritime 
small worlds’ (Tartaron 2018, 73 f.), well exempli-
fi ed in matching technological developments and 
stylistic influences (e.g. Lemnos and the Troad; 
Lesbos and the Madra River region; Chios and the 
Izmir region; Samos and the upper  Meander re-
gion; the Dodecanese and the southwest Anatolian 
coastlands). This was likely facilitated through ge-
ographical proximity, intervisibility and ease of 
travel, which would diachronically allow habitual 
interaction, shared ideology, and strengthen so-
cial ties.

3.3. Refl ecting Modern Sociopolitical Borders 

on Ancient Narratives

The region in question is traditionally separat-
ed in scholarship in northeast islands (Imbros, 
Thasos, Samothrace, Lemnos, Aghios Efstratios, 
Lesbos, Chios) and southeast islands (Samos and 

the Dodecanese islands of Kalymnos, Kasos, Kos, 
 Tilos,  Leros, Rhodes, etc.), although the border be-
tween the two sub-clusters seems less meaning-
ful in archaeological terms. However, it has been 
suggested that, despite their close proximity, a 
cultural dividing line existed between Chios and 
Samos during the Neolithic (Davis 1992, 743). For 
instance, Samos exhibits cultural similarities with 
islands both to its north and south (Kouka 2014; 
Kouka/Menelaou 2018). In terms of pottery simi-
larities, the Heraion tradition is closely matched 
with the synchronous traditions in the north-
east Aegean/northwest Anatolian littoral (typol-
ogy, shape repertoire, surface treatment) during 
the Late Neolithic and until the mid-3rd mill. BCE, 
while in EBA III, it exhibits closer similarities with 
the southeast Aegean/southwest Anatolian region 
(see Section 3 for distribution of certain vessel 
types and technological characteristics).

The separation in scholarship of the east 
 Aegean Islands from western Anatolia coast-
lands reflects modern political and ethnic con-
structions between Greece and Turkey (e.g. Feuer 
2016;  Vaessen 2018; Mangaloğlu-Votruba 2018). It 
is in this framework that the east Aegean islands 
should be examined during prehistory, where 
although geographically distant from the rest of 
the Helladic/Greek world, until the early 20th cent. 
and the political turmoil in Asia Minor, they were 
considered as part of the Ottoman Empire and 
thus culturally, socio-politically, and economi-
cally oriented towards the east. With the loss of 
their peraia after the political separation between 
Greece (Christian European) and Turkey (Mus-
lim Oriental), culminating in the Greek/Turkish 
war of 1919–1922 and the population exchange 
of 1922–1923, the cultural character of the islands 
stretching along the Anatolian coast has also been 
dramatically reconfi gured (Ellis-Evans 2019). The 
identifi cation of ethnic family names and village 
toponyms representing their place of island origin 
provides a good case study for the movement or 
migration of people in multiple directions dur-
ing the 20th cent. (Doumas 2004, tabs. 18.1–18.12). 
Similarly, Kopaka (2009) explores the polysemies 
of islands through a combination of literary evi-
dence, place names and their etymologies, insular 
morphologies (size, shapes, relief, position), and 
resources to unravel the diachronic redefi nitions 
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of the various islandscapes. Unfortunately, this 
political break-up of what had once encompassed 
the islands and coastal Anatolia in a single terri-
torial space, is also refl ected in the archaeolog-
ical practice between the two countries and the 
study of Greek Islands and Turkish Coastlands in 
almost total isolation from each other. However, 
this gap is nowadays bridged through important 
comparative studies and collaborative research 
between local archaeological authorities and the 
involvement of foreign schools from both coun-
tries (e.g. Erkanal et al. 2008;  Sotirakopoulou 
2008a; Day et al. 2009;  Kouka 2013; Molloy 2016). 
Particularly the role of foreign archaeological 
schools and institutes since the early 20th cent. in 
serving national traditions and their position on 
where these islands belong has infl uenced great-
ly the subsequent theoretical developments in the 
archaeological practice of the east Aegean islands 
(Italian School of Archaeology at  Athens with ex-
cavations mainly on the Dodecanese islands: Ser-
raglio-Kos, Ialysos-Rhodes, Vathy Cave- Kalymnos, 
and Poliochni-Lemnos in the northeast, Berna-
bò Brea 1964, 1976; Benzi 1997; Doumas/La Rosa 
1997; British School at Athens with excavations 
at Thermi-Lesbos and Emporio- Chios, Lamb 
1936 and Hood 1981–1982 respectively; German 
Archaeological Institute at Athens with excava-
tions on Samos, Milojčić 1961). They all share the 
perception of these islands as being marginal, 
well-exemplifi ed in Dickinson’s (1994, xvii) words: 
‘The north Aegean islands, and most of the Turk-
ish coastal areas, are culturally separate and, al-
though often demonstrably in contact with the 
Aegean cultures, have an essentially different 
history’. In the case of Lemnos, the Italian School 
aimed at establishing ethnic links between the 
Etruscans and the northern Aegean, while for EBA 
Lesbos the arguments favoured close affinities 
(pottery developments, town planning, metallur-
gy) and perhaps migrations of Anatolian  people 
towards the west in the search for metal ores (Cul-
traro 2004a). Similar efforts were made in the ear-
ly investigations of coastal western Anatolia with 
the aim to elucidate its Hellenicised prehistor-
ic past (e.g. Iasos-Caria and Minoan/ Mycenaean 
past; Momigliano 2012, 15). This brief account of 
two major, contrasting trends in archaeological 
scholarship, either in support of separateness 

between the east Aegean islands and western 
Anatolia, in an effort to validate modern ideas, or 
emphasising their cultural coherence versus the 
rest of the Aegean world, is indeed characteristic 
of the marginalisation of this region both geo-
graphically and in terms of research.

4. Connectivity and Large-Scale 

Network Models

Archaeologists’ general inability to directly ob-
serve and reconstruct human activities and con-
nections has led to reliance on pattern recognition 
in material culture, the construction of compara-
tive models, and the establishment of theoretical 
concepts exploring issues of connectivity, mobility, 
and interaction, their effect on social practices and 
identity boundaries (Knapp/van Dommelen 2010). 
This also relates to the permeability of borders, 
borderlands, and boundaries in the archaeological 
record, be it natural/physical, geographical, geo-
political, socio-cultural, as presumably opposed to 
modern nation-states. The main theoretical direc-
tions that research in the east Aegean connectivity 
models has drawn on include the following:
a) The intense connectivity, which translates 

as ‘the various ways in which microregions 
cohere, both internally and also one with an-
other’ (Horden/Purcell 2000, 123), discerned 
through various archaeological remains 
(mainly pottery, architecture, and exotic im-
ports) was greatly based on the detection of 
patterns in the archaeological record, which 
were taken to represent a cultural koine in 
the east Aegean and western Anatolian litto-
ral (e.g. Kouka 2002, 299 f.; 2013, 2016a, 210, 
218; Ünlüsoy 2016, 399; Horejs et al. 2018, 41). 
This concept follows evolutionary theories and 
favours the notion of homogeneity in the ma-
terial expression of the geographical region 
in question. Shared features are identifi ed in 
ceramic styles, construction techniques, cir-
culated artefacts, being explained by a cultur-
al uniformity beginning at least by the EBA I 
period and refl ecting ‘strong political and eco-
nomic structures and social dynamics’ ( Kouka 
2013, 576 f.). Similarly, Yilmaz (2013, 858), 
based on recent fi nds from Bozköy-Hanaytepe 
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in the Troad, states that ‘the coasts and islands 
of the Aegean Sea had a distinct and homoge-
neous culture in the Early Bronze Age. Sites in 
the Troad, as a part of Eastern Aegean, were 
clearly open to influences from this distinct 
material culture’. More recently, the region 
was further distinguished in the southeast 
Aegean-southwest coastal Anatolian region 
(SASCAR) and the northeast Aegean-northwest 
coastal Anatolian region (NANCAR) (Vitale/
Morrison 2018, 43), between which, it is pro-
posed here, Samos Island exhibits a central 
eastern Aegean contact zone.

b) Reversely, the area encompassing the east Ae-
gean is often researched under the infl uence 
of post-colonial approaches that seek to ex-
plain the offshore islands as peripheral and 
passive recipients of superior traditions in 
their relationship with the Anatolian main-
land, in an east/west directed fashion.  Related 
to this are the concepts of boundedness and 
separateness, where the sea is seen as a barri-
er in inter-island or island/mainland commu-
nications. These concepts interpret archaeo-
logical frontiers and boundaries following the 
world-systems model, based on an economi-
cally-driven perspective and terminology es-
tablished in the 1970s (Rice 1998, 45–47). This 
core-periphery approach and the reconstruc-
tion of large-scale interactions during prehis-
tory, as well as its defi ciencies, have been cri-
tiqued for neglecting the role of individuals or 
even being inappropriately applied. Rather, 
this approach is commonly invoked by archae-
ologists to explain the long-term effects of in-
teraction between complex societies and less 
developed neighbouring ones (see Kohl 2011, 
79–82; Feuer 2016, 27–35). This is particular-
ly prominent in the investigation of contacts 
and exchanges between insular and mainland 
sites. The eastern Aegean and western Anato-
lian Region constitutes a good case study for 
the identification of such core/ periphery ar-
chaeological interpretations, where islands 
only a few kilometres away from the Anato-
lian mainland have been largely overlooked 
in their own right. However, the very nature 
of such zones enabled and promoted inter- 
regional interaction obvious in the adoption of 

material and ideological novelties (e.g.  Şahoğlu 
2005, 2011; Sotirakopoulou 2008a; Alram- 
Stern/Horejs 2018; Choleva 2018). Rather than 
focusing on concepts of isolation and margin-
ality, Dawson’s (2019) approach highlights the 
signifi cance of the strategic location of certain 
Mediterranean islands along maritime routes, 
where islanders shift in and out of centrality 
in networks of interaction (optimal marginal-
ity), because of changes in their productivity 
and available resources.

c) The development of systematic archaeology 
in the Aegean region in the last two decades 
has allowed a fresh understanding of ancient 
movement, shifting beyond established ideas 
that see culture as ethnically-inherent (for an 
up-to-date summary of theoretical concepts 
on movement in the Aegean, see Wallace 2018, 
9–21). Mobility is another popular  topic for 
explaining the appearance of common cul-
tural traits, with specific examples also for 
the 3rd mill. BCE (Knapp/van Dommelen 2010; 
Knappett/Nikolakopoulou 2015; Knappett/
Kiriatzi 2016; Alram-Stern/Horejs 2018; Leid-
wanger/Knappett 2018). This is a  diachronic 
feature of the east Aegean islands already 
since the Neolithic period (e.g. Reingruber 
2018) and better observable in the circulation 
of technologies and ways-of-doing or actu-
al ceramic products and their contents in the 
EBA (for Poliochni-Lemnos see Cultraro 2004a; 
2004b; for Thermi-Lesbos see Spencer 1995; 
Lambrianides/Spencer 1997; Lambrianides 
2007; for Heraion-Samos see Kouka/Menelaou 
2018; Menelaou 2020; Menelaou/Day 2020). 
Moreover, similarities in the archaeological re-
cord of these sites with those in western Ana-
tolia have often been interpreted as cultural 
affi  liations or an ‘unmistakable kinship’ due 
to population migration towards the west (Ble-
gen et al. 1950, 41; Yilmaz 2013, 862).

Despite being influenced by different theoreti-
cal trends, these aforementioned concepts share 
the use of large-scale, long-distance narratives 
for the reconstruction of interaction, exchange, 
and connectivity of the area in question (Şahoğlu 
2005; Efe 2007; Kouka 2016a). Although extreme-
ly useful, this is not always achievable, as we tend 
to see routes of communication as regular and 
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systematic through a comparison with modern, 
well- controlled conditions that seek explanations 
for increased connectivity in economy-based theo-
ries and the detection of trade patterns in a region-
al and interregional scale (e.g. Rahmstorf 2015). 
Trade contacts with Anatolia, a resource-rich core, 
are considered to be one of the main causes for 
cultural change and increasing complexity in the 
EBA. This projection of the present in past connec-
tivity runs the risk of often assuming directionality 
and scales, qualitative parameters that are not eas-
ily detectable. In other words, the visualisation of 
maritime networks can often omit the signifi cance 
of distance and physical contact and whatever en-
vironmental and social factors these are affected 
by (Tartaron 2018, 62). What we are often able to 
recognise is rather the frequency of movement 
of things and people, as well as possible routes, 
through the scientific analysis of archaeologi-
cal materials and suggestion of their provenance 
(Menelaou 2020; Menelaou/Day 2020). Attempts to 
visualise past interactions were effi  ciently made 
in the past two decades through the application 
of various network analysis models, especially 
applied in the Cyclades (e.g. Broodbank 2000, 136, 
fi g. 39 for proximal point analysis; Knappett 2013; 
cost-surface model, Jarriel 2018) and western/ 
central Anatolia (Massa/Palmisano 2018), but such 
attempts are to-date largely missing from the east 
Aegean. Centrality analysis models have been ap-
plied to the examination of the central western 
Anatolia coastscape around modern-day Selçuk, 
which have indicated a gateway location and an 
important supra-regional centre of production 
and trade during antiquity at the zone between 
the Aegean and Anatolia (Knitter et al. 2013).

Aside from the defi ciencies of our methodol-
ogies for the reconstruction of connectivity pat-
terns, the detailed study of production, consump-
tion, and distribution of certain artefacts across 
space and time may enable a better understanding 
of the social, economic, and political relationships 
between different places at the micro level. This 
is a symptom of working with often dispropor-
tionate materials in terms of quantity and state of 
preservation and the biased nature of the archae-
ological record. This can be achieved or at least 
approached in a more tangible way – in the case 
of pottery – with the combination of integrated 

methodologies (traditional/archaeological and 
analytical/archaeometric) with a well-informed 
theoretical framework, which can further enable 
the characterisation of raw materials to trace the 
production sources (geological/geographical prov-
enance) and spatial movement of artefacts. More-
over, the study of maritime interaction requires 
a multi-dimensional account of potentials and 
constraints that allowed or prevented past com-
munications and the development of seafaring 
in the EBA Aegean with the man-power seagoing, 
longboat vessels first appearing since the Final 
Neolithic IV (ca. 3300 to 3000 BCE, see Papadatos/
Tomkins 2013 for discussion of their appearance 
in Crete and the Cyclades) and the introduction of 
the wind-powered (sail) vessels during the end of 
the 3rd mill. BCE (e.g. Knapp 2018 for a recent re-
view; Broodbank 1993; 2010, 255 f.; Berg 2019, 42).

5. Pottery as a Proxy for Connectivity in the 

3rd Mill. BCE East Aegean

Pottery, perhaps the most abundant artefact cat-
egory in archaeological excavations, is used as 
the main proxy for tracing past intercultural con-
nections and interactions in the area of interest, 
through identification of diagnostic types. The 
following discussion presents diachronic ceramic 
developments from selected island centres of the 
East Aegean, but a particular focus is placed on 
the island of Samos. The project of EBA Heraion- 
Samos has successfully demonstrated that ques-
tions of ceramic production, consumption, and 
distribution can be meaningfully approached 
through the integration of different scales and 
levels of analytical enquiry (Menelaou 2018). This 
has been achieved following a chaîne opératoire 
approach and the combination of various levels 
of analysis from typology, phasing, and contextual 
study of the entire ceramic assemblages covering 
the 3rd mill. BCE. This body of evidence is integrat-
ed with a detailed fabric study through macro-
scopic analysis and thin section petrography. The 
following sections provide a brief overview of 
 ceramic connections both at an inter-island and an 
island/mainland level, with reference to our un-
derstanding of locations of production. The secure 
identification of imports, at least in the case of 
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pottery from Samos, was achieved through petro-
graphy and the examination of comparative mate-
rial from neighbouring sites and regions, but for 
other sites mentioned in the text, the assessment 
was largely based on published shapes, wares, 
and macroscopic fabrics. Despite recent advanc-
es in provenance studies of pottery from the East 
Aegean (e.g. Menelaou 2020; Menelaou/Day 2020; 
Menelaou et al. 2016; Alram-Stern/Horejs 2018), 
a more comprehensive picture will be achieved 
from the development of similar projects in the re-
gion. Apart from pottery, other artefact categories 
are circulated from West to East during the EBA 
(see papers in Marthari et al. 2019).

5.1. Ceramic and Other Developments 

in the Early Bronze Age I Period 

(ca. 3000/2700 to 2650 BCE)

The material culture of EBA I in the eastern 
Aegean/ western Anatolia displays continuity in 
terms of ceramic developments with the preceding 
Chalcolithic period, although various regional tra-
ditions exist, raising controversies in the relative 
chronology. This phase is often labelled ‘Maritime 
Culture of Troy’ or the beginning of the ‘Northern 
and Eastern Aegean Culture’ ( Kouka 2002, 295–302) 
on the basis of an assumed cultural koine through-
out the north and east Aegean. Unfortunately, no 
substantial evidence of EBA I exists in the Dodeca-
nese islands, apart from some sparse pottery from 
Kos. During this period, evidence suggests a busy 
social environment with a densely inhabited land-
scape, as indicated by an increase in the number of 
settlements. The sites were located in diverse land-
scapes, such as in close proximity with riverbanks 
and water sources in general and large arable 
lands (Heraion-Samos, Liman Tepe), at the foothills 
of mountains, or on low coastal hills (Poliochni- 
Lemnos, Thermi- Lesbos, Troy). The increase of 
settlements can be explained by the change in the 
socio-economic structures during the EBA, when 
the subsistence economy was not only expanded 
beyond the household-based agricultural level, but 
was also marked by the establishment of olive and 
vine cultivation ( Margaritis 2013). Signifi cant de-
velopments are also noticed in craft technologies. 
This is evidenced in the more diverse exploitation 

of materials – increase of exploited local resources 
for lithic and ceramic manufacture and exchange 
of raw materials and finished products (obsidi-
an, marble fi gurines and vessels, metal artefacts, 
bone tubes, pestles) from broader  sources – and 
the operation of more specialised communities of 
practice (potters, metal workers, and other crafts-
men), in addition to changes in town planning 
(e.g.  Sotirakopoulou 2008a; 2008b, 71 f.;  Fidan et al. 
2015; Kouka 2016a; new settlement type named 
by Korfmann (1983, 222 f.) in Troy as the ‘Anato-
lian Settlement Plan’ and recently renamed by 
Gündoğan as ‘Aegean Settlement Pattern’, distin-
guishing settlement pattern differences between 
coastal western Anatolia/ Aegean and inland 
western Anatolia). This radially- arranged settle-
ment type with closely-spaced, long-room hous-
es sharing common walls and being surrounded 
by stone-built enclosures replaced the previous 
structural layout of independent, free-standing 
domestic units. However, recent data show that 
this type of row house was not common only in 
western Anatolia in this particular period (Demir-
cihüyük, Beycesultan, Bakla Tepe, Liman Tepe VI), 
but also in the nearby islands (Thermi  I–III,
Heraion 5–1) (Gündoğan 2020). Apart from the 
settle ment organisation and diachronic use of suc-
cessive architectural levels (Fidan et al. 2015, 67, 
fi g. 2; Kouka 2002, 296, 304; 2016a, 206), changes 
also occur in the construction techniques used, 
especially of the communal buildings or special 
buildings with a political/ economic significance, 
involving stronger stone foundations with a mud-
brick superstructure, presumably suggesting a 
well-established land ownership and inheritance 
on a private and communal level (Kouka 2016b).

In terms of pottery, there is no common agree-
ment regarding the distinction between Late 
Chalcolithic and EBA I traditions. To a certain de-
gree, this is an effect of the lack or bad preserva-
tion of related Chalcolithic contexts at many sites, 
and in essence, the continuation of the shape 
repertoire into EBA I (fi g. 3A–B). Regional differ-
ences do occur, as for instance is the case of the 
Kampos Group in the Cycladic late EBA I tradi-
tion (e.g. Day et al. 2012) or the various pottery 
styles in the Anatolian regions (Fidan et al. 2015, 
68 f.), but the traditional consensus of the exist-
ence of specialised pottery manufacture during 
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this period is not directly reflected. A good ce-
ramic and chronological correlation is provid-
ed between the Kampos Group late EBA I/ early 
EBA II with later  Poliochni Blue- Lemnos on the 
presence of fruitstands/ chalices. Liman Tepe has 
the fi rst secure Cycladic imports during the Ana-
tolian EBA I (LT VI:1), in the form of frying pans, 
 dark-on- light pyxides, and urfirnis sauceboats, 
that are correlated with the Early Cycladic (EC)  I/II
early (Şahoğlu 2011). Poliochni- Lemnos is inter-
preted as a sea-oriented Anatolian-style commu-
nity with major contacts with mainland Greece 
and the  Cyclades, as suggested also by potential ce-
ramic imports in the Blue Period (Cultraro 2004b, 
27), while Thermi-Lesbos is characterised as an 
outpost of Anatolia with ceramic features extend-
ing from northwest Anatolia/Troad region and 
the Lydian ceramic zone of the Madra  River  Delta 
(Spencer 1995, 293, 295; Lambrianides/ Spencer 
1997, 83), but still with apparent Cycladic elements 
and imports (e.g. marble artefacts, metal artefacts 
during Towns I and II). Additional evidence for the 

circulation of Aegeanising ceramic artefacts to-
wards the east is found in the Troad region (Troy I; 
 Bozköy-Hanaytepe), through the identifi cation of 
urfi rnis and the so-called east  Aegean ware, pre-
sumably imported from mainland Greece or the 
Cyclades (Yilmaz 2013, 868 f.). In addition, the 
Scored ware at mid-late Troy I and II (Blegen et al. 
1950, 39, 53 f., 222), and Halasarna on Kos (Geor-
giadis 2012, 24 f.). Troy, interchangeably described 
as a typical EBA Aegean, western Anatolian, or 
eastern Aegean settlement to denote its shared 
material culture with other key sites of this part 
of the Aegean World, further represents ‘a cultur-
ally and ideologically uniform character’ during 
the first half of the 3rd mill. BCE (Ünlüsoy 2016, 
399). EBA I–II potential imports from the Cyclades 
or mainland Greece are also attested at Emporio   
VII–II-  Chios (Obsidian Ware, Hood 1981, 168 f.).

The analytical evidence from the interdiscipli-
nary project on Heraion-Samos provides a prelim-
inary informative picture of ceramic movement 
from western Anatolia already in EBA I. According 

Fig. 3. Characteristic local and imported pottery of the EBA I period from the Heraion-Samos (own creation).
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to fabric parallels (Peloschek 2016, 192 f., fi g. 2), 
perhaps a handful of ceramic vessels are imported 
from the gateway community of Çukuriçi Höyük 
during the Late Chalcolithic or EBA I. This is rep-
resented by a few jars in a sand-tempered meta-
morphic fabric (fig. 3D), perhaps circulated for 
their content, although this could be presumably 
supported with organic residue analysis. Petro-
graphic analysis of these ceramic vessels suggests 
a non-local provenance, while functionally similar 
pots are made in other fabrics. Other distinctive 
ceramic classes of pithoid jars and wide-mouthed 
jars in a different fabric and surface treatment 
also derive from southwest Anatolia (perhaps the 
area between Miletus and the Bodrum peninsu-
la) but their provenance will become clearer once 
more material is analysed from the aforemen-
tioned geographical area (fi g. 3C; Menelaou 2020). 
More ceramic links are refl ected in terms of style 
and vessel form, which point towards an overall 
‘eastern Aegean tradition’.

5.2. Ceramic and Other Developments 

in the Early Bronze Age II Period 

(ca. 2700/2650 to 2300 BCE)

The EBA II Period is the longest phase of the 
3rd mill. BCE and can be roughly distinguished 
into an early and a late phase. EBA II early, corre-
sponding to Keros/Syros culture or EC IIA in the 
 Cyc lades, has been aptly described by Renfrew 
(Renfrew 1972, 451) as encompassing an ‘Inter-
national Spirit’, being characterised by important 
social, economic, and technical advances. The dis-
tinctive character of EBA II can be well- attested in 
the cultural transformations, already established 
in the preceding phase, and can be summarised 
as follows (Broodbank 2000, 279–283;  Kouka 2002, 
11 f., 295–302; 2009, 141; 2016a; Şahoğlu 2005; 
 Fidan et al. 2015, 70–74):
a) The rise of well-organised societies and more 

complex specialised industries (e.g. metallur-
gical industries of tin bronze, obsidian, textile 
manufacture);

b) The development of central, supra- regional, 
and early urban sites and growth of many 
major settlements between 3.5 and 6.0ha 
(e.g. Heraion- Samos, Liman Tepe);

c) The expansion of close interconnections and 
wide-ranging communication within the 
framework of long-distance, canoe-based ex-
change networks;

d) The evolution of larger, fortifi ed settlements 
with communal works and monumental 
architecture;

e) The development of ranked or stratifi ed com-
munities (status differentiation, differential 
access to natural resources, uneven distribu-
tion of prestige goods);

f) The emergence of administration and stand-
ardised systems of measuring and weighing;

g) Developments in crafts such as metallurgy 
( silver production) and pottery manufacture.

The aforementioned developments have been 
seen as evidence for the emergence of social, 
political, and economic complexity during this 
phase, attributed either to theories that favour 
a self- determined internal process or resulting 
from the multi-factor interplay between societal 
systems, advantageous places, and external stim-
uli. For instance, Broodbank (2000, 247) has long 
proposed the importance of Aegean maritime ac-
tivity in the Cyclades and the participation of trade 
networks, controlled by specialised island centres 
and individuals, such as navigators and traders/
merchants, while Nakou (2007) has emphasised 
the role of metals and their socio-cultural impact 
in long-distance trade and their use as status items 
by the elite. Such elite-controlled communica-
tion routes are suggested to have been stretching 
along the Upper Meander valley (Oğuzhanoğlu 
2019). Moreover, Kouka (2002, 305) has pointed 
out the involvement of metalworkers of Thermi, 
 Poliochni, and Liman Tepe in trade (Kouka 2013, 
570; 2016a, 218), as Cycladic imports/exotica occur 
in these workshops in multiple phases of use. Such 
cultural dialectics are refl ected in architecture and 
the construction of the so-called storage facilities 
or communal buildings with a specialised func-
tion and other buildings with an administrative 
role and political/economic signifi cance, found at 
Poliochni Blue-Yellow (Bouleuterion/Communal 
Hall, Granary/Communal Storage, Megaron 317; 
Kouka 2002, 50, 75, 93, 116, 308; 2016b, 132 f.), 
Thermi  I–IIIB and Thermi V (Buildings A and Θ 
respectively; Kouka 2002, 167 f., 179, 194, 237; 
 Lambrianides 2007), Heraion I–III (Grossbau, 
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Zyklo pischer Bau; Milojčić 1961, 27;  Kouka 2002, 
287, 290), Troy II (Megaron IIA), Liman Tepe II 
(Kouka 2009, 147; 2013, 571 f.), and EBA II 
 Küllüoba (Complex I–II; Efe 2007, 49 f., fi gs. 4, 6).

This period has been defi ned on the basis of a 
number of artefact categories found around the 
Aegean and follows theoretical assumptions that 
favour the circulation of certain ceramic wares/
types. Although relatively rare, the more common 
among the Cycladic pottery fi nds in the northeast 
Aegean and western Anatolia are frying pans, 
pyxides, urfi rnis sauceboats, dark-on-light painted 
ware, transport collared jars with slashed handles, 
and beaked jugs (Sotirakopoulou 2008a, 541; 2008b, 
74 f.; Şahoğlu 2011; Day/Wilson 2016;  Menelaou/
Day 2020). The Cycladic sphere acquired a signifi -
cant role during Poliochni Green and Red ( Bernabò 
Brea 1964, 409, pl. CXXX:g) and imports from the 
Keros/Syros culture are also found in Thermi III 
(Cultraro 2004b; Lamb 1936, 177 f., 208, fig. 51, 
marble vessels), Emporio V–IV (Hood 1981–1982, 
402, fig. 182, pl. 73, no. 1233, 417, pl. 78:a4), the 
Halasarna region on south-central Kos (possible 
sauceboats, Georgiadis 2012, 88 f., 128 Kt. 62–63, 
fi g. 4), late Troy I (Blegen et al. 1950, 53–55),  Liman 
Tepe VI–V (Day et al. 2009, 341 f.), and recent fi nds 
also as far as at Laodikeia/Kandilkırı (Oğuzhanoğlu 
2019, fi g. 6). In Thermi IV–V, corresponding to the 
end of the EBA II period, there observed a techno-
logical change in the ceramic production (class C), 
originally explained as the outcome of shifting 
spheres of interaction from the Anatolian main-
land to Macedonia and the Aegean (Lambrianides/
Spencer 1997, 85 f.; one sauceboat: Lamb 1936, 91, 
fi g. 32.521).

The later part of EBA II (ca. 2500–2000 BCE) has 
received ample attention in archaeological scholar-
ship as reaching the zenith of cultural interactions 
and exchange. Various names have been given to 
describe the introduction and distribution of a set 
of new drinking and serving ceramic vessels (tank-
ard, bell-shaped cup, short-necked cup, depas am-
phikypellon, shallow bowl and plate, cut-away and 
lentoid beak-spouted jug) and other technological 
advances (e.g. potter’s wheel). These features are 
found in a wide geographical area on both sides 
of the Aegean Sea – extending from southeastern 
Anatolia via central and western Anatolia littoral, 
and spread from there to the east Aegean islands 

(Lemnos, Chios, Samos) towards the Cyclades, 
and the eastern margins of mainland Greece – the 
‘Lefkandi I/Kastri Group’ in Helladic/Cycladic terms 
(Rutter 1979, 1–8;  Renfrew 1972, 180–183, 533 f.) or 
the ‘Anatolian Trade Network’ Period in western 
Anatolian terms ( Şahoğlu 2005). Apart from Şahoğ-
lu’s sea-route based cultural scheme, an opposite 
counterpart inland trade route, connecting Cilicia 
with the north Aegean, has been proposed to exist 
in the same  period, known as the ‘Great Caravan 
Route’ (Efe 2007, fi g. 18).

These drinking and serving shapes (fi g. 4) have 
been characterised as Anatolianising when found 
outside Anatolia, for they have been taken to rep-
resent imitations of Anatolian prototypes and 
the broad impact of the ‘other/foreigner’, at least 
largely in the central and west Aegean. This term 
also implies the supremacy of the mainland as op-
posed to the inferiority of islands in the west of the 
Anatolian core. The vital geographical position of 
the east Aegean islands and their participation in 
long-established communication arteries –  better 
observable in ceramic links between Lemnos and 
the Troad, between Chios and the Izmir region, 
between Samos and the upper  Meander region – 
suggests a dynamic relationship between these 
areas. In the light of new analytical work at He-
raion-Samos, this so-called intrusive, large-scale 
ceramic phenomenon seems to be, inconsistent in 
terms of its introduction and distribution, as well 
as associations of context, chronology, and pos-
sibly also use, and the appearance of these novel 
shapes and technologies could be both the out-
come of indigenous appropriation of foreign styles 
and the movement of serving/drinking/transport 
vessels from various off- island sources circulated 
through varied exchange mechanisms (Menelaou 
2018; Menelaou/Day 2020, 59 f.). The diffusion of 
such ceramic innovations is then linked to the 
adoption of the potter’s wheel, which requires a 
systematic learning and practice process and the 
knowledge transfer through motor and cognitive 
skills from the potter to the apprentice (Choleva 
2018). Although representing only minimal quan-
tities within the local Heraion-Samos assemblage, 
it is noteworthy that the imports correspond to a 
large number of non-local fabrics with a known or 
suspected geological provenance or fabrics where 
the origin of production have yet to be determined 
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(ca. 25% of the analysed thin sections). We observe 
a continuing connection possibly with Miletus 
and further Anatolian fabric parallels such as the 
calcite- tempered and mica-rich fabrics that cor-
respond with drinking vessels (tankards and bell-
shaped cups). Potential imports of drinking and 
serving vessels from Liman Tepe and Aphrodisias 
have also been typologically and macroscopical-
ly3 identifi ed, and these data clearly demonstrate 
consumption choices involving a similar range 
of vessels across different Anatolian sites. At the 
same time, we see central Aegean ceramics reach-
ing Samos from many Cycladic islands in the form 
of storage and drinking vessels, perhaps related 

3 Observations were made through visits at the Izmir 
Archaeological Museum and the Aphrodisias Museum in 
the framework of a post-doctoral fellowship at Koç Univer-
sity, Research Center for Anatolian Civilizations (Istanbul, 
Turkey). I would also like to thank Prof. V. Şahoğlu (Anka-
ra University) and Assist. Prof. U. Oğuzhanoğlu (Pamukkale 
University) for their hospitality during my visits in Urla and 
Denizli respectively.

to the consumption of the transported liquid con-
tents (Menelaou/Day 2020). Compared to EBA I, 
there is indeed an increased connectivity visible 
through the appearance of ceramic drinking sets 
and transport vessels, translated in the circulation 
of a larger range of shapes and the identifi cation of 
a number of central Aegean and western Anatolian 
production centres.

5.3. Ceramic and Other Developments in the 

Early Bronze Age III Period (ca. 2300 to 

2000 BCE)

The cultural features outlined above become 
more intense in EBA IIIA, with common develop-
ments appearing over a large area from inland 
western Anatolia towards the Aegean coastline 
and beyond. All the developments brought about 
within this newly-established relation between 
distant regions, are decreased with the advent of 
EBA IIIB (ca. 2200–2000/1950 BCE; also known as 

Fig. 4. Characteristic local and imported pottery of the EBA II period from the Heraion-Samos (own creation).
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Transitional Period to the MBA), which sees the 
end of prosperity marking EBA II late (2500–2300 
BCE) and EBA IIIA (ca. 2300–2200 BCE) in the east-
ern Aegean/western Anatolia.

This period is characterised by important 
transformations in the cultural and political sys-
tem of western Anatolia, which, on the basis of 
architectural and ceramic evidence, continues to 
be more oriented towards the Aegean than central 
Anatolia (Fidan et al. 2015, 74–76). During the late 
EBA III, a series of destructions and abandonments 
are noted, possibly showing evidence of a short 
occupation gap or signifi cant re-organisations in 
some sites of western Anatolia (e.g. Troy III–IV,
 Liman Tepe, Beycesultan, Aphrodisias, Tavşan 
Adası, Tarsus). Similar abandonments and gaps 
are noted at Poliochni Yellow–Brown and Em-
porio (Kouka 2002, 99) and mainland Greece 
( Alram-Stern 2004, 522–534). Major changes are 
also evidenced in the decline of the once strong 
urban centres and the abandonment of their mon-
umental administrative buildings, such as Liman 
Tepe IV and Heraion III/IV (Zyklopischer Bau), in 
EBA IIIB, presumably affected by the contraction 
of the ‘Anatolian Trade Network’ (Şahoğlu 2005, 
354; Kouka 2013, 573–577) and general displace-
ment of trading networks, as well as due to climate 
changes (4.2ka BP climatic event) that further led 
to changes in the social relations (Massa/Şahoğlu 
2015, 72; Rahmstorf 2015, 149).

Regarding ceramic developments, there seems 
to be an abrupt change in EBA III at many Aege-
an and Anatolian sites. More particularly, the 
shape repertoire is greatly enriched with new 
types (fi g. 5), technological changes are observed 
in various stages of the manufacturing proce-
dure such as the use of fi ner clays or more care-
ful processing by the potters, occasionally a shift 
towards more calcareous clays that give the fi nal 
product a light-coloured fabric, achievement of 
higher temperatures and better controlled fi ring 
strategies (Kouka/Menelaou 2018, 131–133, fi g. 5). 
All these are usually interpreted as the result of a 
more specialised and standardised ceramic pro-
duction. Strong ceramic links are observed in the 
appearance of regional types, such as red-slipped/ 
burnished shallow bowls, bowls with S-shaped 
rim, wheel-made plates, one- handled pedestal 

‘strainers’, neck-handled ovoid jugs with trumpet 
mouth, strap-handled or handleless cups with a 
metallic- looking appearance, collared jars with 
horizontal handles, and crown lids ( Kronendeckel). 
These types are circulated on Samos and the 
Dodecanese islands (Vathy Cave-Kalymnos, 
 Serraglio-Kos, Asomatos- Rhodes), as well as the 
southwest Anatolian coast, especially along the 
Meander River valley (Aphrodisias Phase 4, Cine 
Tepecik, Miletus IIc–III, Beycesultan XIIa–XI,  Iasos, 
Tavşan Adası Phase 2, Laodikeia-Kandilkırı), and 
occasionally at Troy III–IV and Poliochni Yel-
low (for references on parallels see Menelaou 
2018; Kouka/ Menelaou 2018). EBA IIIB dark-on-
light pattern- painted ware (shallow bowls, askoi, 
collar- necked jars) is another interaction marker 
of the Dodecanese islands (Kalymnos: Benzi 1997, 
390–393, pls. 3d–e, 4a–b; Rhodes: Marketou 1990, 
42 f.) with the Cyclades (Phylakopi II-i-Melos) and 
 Kolonna F- Aegina (Gauss/Smetana 2007, 454 f., fi gs. 
8:1928–1929, 11:19/28/3, 13:4–7,8–10) in the west-
ern Aegean, with recent finds also from Samos 
( Milojčić 1961, pls. 23:1, 48:27–28;  Menelaou 2018) 
expanding our previous idea of pottery circulation 
in the end of the 3rd mill. BCE.

More connections with the Cyclades are also 
observed with the circulation of Cycladic/Cycladi-
cising shapes, such as incised spherical or trun-
cated conical pyxides and askoi/duck vases (Soti-
rakopoulou 2008a, 548 f.; 2008b, 88 f.). Again, these 
shapes fi nd very close parallels in the Dodecanese. 
The identifi cation of imports on Samos from var-
ious central Aegean islands, some of which imply 
the continuation in contacts from the EBA II pe-
riod, further supports the claim that communica-
tions between east and west were facilitated and 
expanded through the incentive of Cycladic sea-
farers in the context of resource exploitation and 
trade (Sotirakopoulou 2008b, 69). Nevertheless, 
this does not exclude the active role of equivalent 
seafarers from the east Aegean islands or western 
Anatolian littoral, given the dissemination of the 
potter’s wheel and Anatolianising pottery during 
EBA II late.

The appearance and spread of novel, contin-
uing, or even hybridised ceramic developments 
seems to relate to the preceding changes occurred 
as part of the intensifi cation of contacts between 
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the Aegean and western Anatolia. Shifts in connec-
tivity patterns of EBA III and the intense geograph-
ical distribution of mostly drinking and serving 
vessels suggest the establishment of a strong re-
gional network of interactions, which enabled the 
spread of common practices and knowledge trans-
fer, perhaps in the context of new consumption 
 behaviours, identity negotiation, and social display. 
These morphological and technological changes 
(innovations in pyrotechnology, finishing tech-
niques and decoration modes, forming techniques 
and the increase in use of the potter’s wheel) and 
regional similarities document the transfer of tech-
nological knowledge through a face-to-face interac-
tion that could only be disseminated by the mobil-
ity of potters (e.g. Choleva 2018).  However, despite 
certain changes in the operational sequence of the 
production of these shapes, they are locally-made 
on Samos and perhaps also at other neighbouring 
sites mentioned above, but their overall visual and 
technological similarities refl ect the recognition of 
a discrete socio- cultural identity.

6. Concluding Remarks: East Aegean Island 

Borderlands or Gateway Interaction Zones?

As well-defined physical spaces, islands, and in 
this case, the east Aegean archipelago, provide 
useful units in the study of connectivity both with 
other islands and adjacent mainland under the 
lens of the coastscape concept. In contrast with 
other archipelagos outside the Mediterranean, 
the boundaries between insular and non-insular 
 areas in the east Aegean are blurred, and perhaps 
sometimes these island communities are only spa-
tially disconnected from the nearby mainland. 
This is refl ected in modern archaeological schol-
arship, where the whole region is interchangeably 
termed as eastern Aegean or Aegean/Anatolian 
coast, under the infl uence of modern narratives. 
In fact, they are culturally and socio-economical-
ly connected in prehistory as a result of advanc-
es in technologies of mobility and the advent of 
sailing and maritime communication, and thus 
increase in the islands’ exposure to various kinds 

Fig. 5. Characteristic local and imported pottery of the EBA IIII period from the Heraion-Samos (own creation).
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of infl uences. Nevertheless, the scales and modes 
of connectivity might have been experienced dif-
ferently and transformed over different periods 
of time for different islands. This paper investi-
gated how this is refl ected in pottery through a 
micro-scale approach with emphasis on Samos 
Island. The diachronic analysis of total ceramic 
assemblages as markers of interaction has proven 
to be a very effective approach, particularly when 
combined with the examination of comparative 
data in the identifi cation of imports. The current 
evidence from Samos and other east Aegean is-
lands suggests a busy seascape and shifting mari-
time activity, with changing intensities and inter-
action spheres from the EBA I to the EBA III, where 
these islands are often thought of as intermediar-
ies in communications with the western Aegean 
and Anatolia. However, recent data on both the 
islands and the Anatolian coastlands suggest that 
human presence and dispersed contacts with oth-
er regions are attested as early as the late Pleis-
tocene-early Holocene, strongly indicated by the 
circulation of Melian obsidian. Following a ceram-
ic perspective, it is hereby argued that maritime 
identity in the east Aegean region was constantly 
transformed to meet social circumstances, where 
the offshore islands have always been in contact 
with the Anatolian littoral and held a strong visual 
meaning as part of the everyday fi eld of view and 
cognitive horizon for the opposite mainland since 
at least the establishment of more permanent 
settlements during the Neolithic period and the 
westward diffusion of the Neolithisation process 
(Horejs et al. 2015). It should be imagined that the 
common experiences created through such a bilat-
eral relationship in the sense of a coherent world, 
established through social memory and knowl-
edge of existing geographical routes, must have 
formed a communal identity (see Tartaron 2018, 
74), that was dramatically transformed with the 
political separation of Greece (islands) and Turkey 
(coasts) after 1923. It is, therefore, important to 
keep in mind that due to their exposure to various 
kinds of infl uences and their crucial location in 
established communication arteries between east 
and west (Agouridis 1997; Papageorgiou 2002), 
the islands tend to have multiple spatial, cultural, 
and temporal dimensions in the context of eco-
nomic activities or social negotiation and other 

circumstances. As such, they are described here as 
gateway hubs of interaction and exchange. Rather 
than understanding east Aegean islands as entities 
bounded as a consequence of their environmen-
tal properties or as frontiers and borders abiding 
to changes, they should be examined as contact 
zones being constantly inter-connected and trans-
formed, where the sea acts as a unifying medium. 
Whatever the motives were, east Aegean seafarers 
were actively engaged with other island and con-
tinental communities through mobility and the 
exchange of products, technologies, and ideas. Per-
haps those in charge of these communications, of-
ten termed the ‘elites’, were simply the navigators, 
the ones in direct communication with equivalent 
seafarers in the west (Cyclades) or even encom-
passing other human agents for various purposes 
(e.g. merchants, traders and metalworkers, craft-
speople). Whether these Aegean-Anatolian inter-
actions, at least in the EBA II, were initiated and 
maintained by Cycladic seafarers requires further 
research.

Finally, this review suggests that simple con-
cepts of connectedness and separateness do not 
provide suffi  cient theoretical frameworks for un-
derstanding the micro-scale histories of islands, as 
there is a tendency to study islands as comparable 
units, often ignoring existing diversities and vari-
ations between one another and to downgrade is-
lands to a standing under that of continents. With 
the ever-increasing data, our current hypotheses 
regarding the movement of materials and people 
will change in the following years with method-
ologically more holistic projects. This paper has, 
hopefully, demonstrated the geographical and his-
torical signifi cance of the east Aegean islands and 
that connectivity is not an immutable geographi-
cal state, despite the impact of modern narratives 
and artifi cial sense of marginality in the region.
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